જા.ક્ર. ૮૫/૨૦૧૬-૧૭
જગ્માન ું નાભ :વયકાયી કોરેજોભાું ભાઇક્રોફામોરોજી વલમના ભદદનીળ પ્રાધ્માક, લગગ-૨
બાગ-૧ અને બાગ-૨ ના ૧૫૦ વભવનટના વુંયક્ત પ્રશ્નત્રની પ્રાથવભક કવોટીનો અભ્માવક્રભ

પ્રાથવભક કવોટીનો અભ્માવક્રભ
બાગ-૧
ભાધ્મભ: ગજયાતી

કર પ્રશ્નો ૧૦૦

કર ગણ :૧૦૦

૧

બાયતની ભ ૂગો- બૌગોલરક, આવથિક, વાભાજજક, કદયતી વુંવાધન અને લસ્તી અંગેની ફાફતો- ગજયાતના
ખાવ વુંદબગ વાથે

૨

બાયતનો વાુંસ્કૃવતક લાયવો- વાહશત્મ, કરા, ધભગ અને સ્થાત્મો- ગજયાતના ખાવ વુંદબગ વાથે

૩

બાયતનો ઈવતશાવ- ગજયાતના ખાવ વુંદબગ વાથે

૪

બાયતની અથગવ્મલસ્થા અને આમોજન

૫

બાયતીમ યાજનીવત અને બાયતન ું ફુંધાયણ:
(૧)

આમખ

(૨)

મ ૂભ ૂત અવધકાયો અને પયજો

(૩)

યાજ્મનીવતના ભાગગદળગક વવદ્ાુંતો

(૪)

વુંવદની યચના

(૫)

યાષ્ટ્રવતની વત્તા

(૬)

યાજ્મારની વત્તા

(૭)

ન્મામતુંત્ર

(૮) અનસ ૂલચત જાવત, અનસ ૂલચત જનજાવત અને વભાજના છાત લગો ભાટે ની જોગલાઈઓ
(૯)

એટની જનયર

(૧૦) નીવત આમોગ
(૧૧) ુંચામતી યાજ
(૧૨) નાણા ુંચ
(૧૩) ફુંધાયણીમ તથા લૈધવનક વુંસ્થાઓ- બાયતન ું ચટ
ું ૂ ણી ુંચ, વુંઘ રોક વેલા આમોગ, યાજ્મ રોક
વેલા આમોગ, કોમ્પ્ટ્રોરય એન્ડ ઓહડટય જનયર; કેન્રીમવતકગ તા આમોગ, રોકાર તથા
રોકાયક્ત અને કે ન્રીમ ભાહશતી આમોગ
૬

વાભાન્મ ફૌદ્ધદ્ક ક્ષભતા કવોટી

૭

વાભાન્મ વલજ્ઞાન, માગલયણ અને ઈન્પભેળન એન્ડ કોમ્પ્ટયવનકે ળન ટે કનોરોજી

૮

ખેર જગત વહશત યોજફયોજના પ્રાદે વળક, યાષ્ટ્રીમ અને આંતયયાષ્ટ્રીમ ભશત્લના ફનાલો

*********

Syllabus of Preliminary Test
part-1
Medium: Gujarati

Total Que 100

Total Marks- 100

1

Geography of India-Physical, Economic, Social, Natural Resources and population
related topics- with special reference to Gujarat

2

Cultural heritage of India-Literature, Art, Religion and Architecture- with special
reference to Gujarat

3

History of India with special reference to Gujarat

4

Indian Economy and Planning

5

Indian Polity and the Constitution of India:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Preamble
Fundamental Rights and Fundamental Duties
Directive Principles of State Policy
Composition of Parliament
Powers of the President of India
Powers of Governor
Judiciary
Provisions for Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes and backward classes of the
society
Attorney General
NITIAayog
Panchayati Raj Institutions
Finance Commission
Constitutional and Statutory Bodies: Election Commission of India, Union
Public Service Commission, State Public Service Commission, Comptroller and
Auditor General; Central Vigilance Commission, Lokpal and Lokayukta, Central
Information Commission

6

General Mental Ability

7

General Science, Environment and Information & Communication Technology

8

Daily events of Regional, National and International Importance including Sports

*********

જાશેયાત ક્રભાુંક ૮૫/૨૦૧૬-૧૭
બાગ-૨ વુંફવધત વલમનો અભ્માવક્રભ
જગ્માનન
ું ાભ :વયકાયી કોરેજોભાું ભાઇક્રોફામોરોજી વલમના ભદદનીળ પ્રાધ્માક, લગગ-૨
કર પ્રશ્નો ૨૦૦

1.

કર ગણ ૨૦૦

Medium: English

General Microbiology
History of Microbiology, Microscopy, Structure of microbial cells, Spontaneous
generation and germ theory of diseases, Prokaryotic cell, Eukaryotic cell,
Organization and function of cellular organelles, Methods of sterilization,
Isolation methods (Methods of pure culture isolation, Enrichment culturing
techniques, single cell isolation, and pure culture development). Microbiological
media and its types, culturing and cultivation of microorganisms. Preservation
and

Maintenance

of

Microbial

cultures.

Identification

methods

and

classification of principles of bacterial taxonomy and classification, Importance
of Algae and Fungi, Applications of microbiology in Industry, Agriculture and
medicine.

2.

Virology
Structure and Classification of bacterial, plant and animal viruses, Methods of
cultivation, detection, Propagation and maintenance of viruses. Some important
viruses: TMV, HBV, HIV, T2 phase. Replication of viruses, Tumor viruses,
Interferon.

3.

Mycology
General characters of Fungi, Somatic structure, ultra-structure of fungal cell,
hyphal modification, Cultivation of fungi, Importance of fungi, Diseases caused
by fungi in plants and animals, Reproduction in fungi: Asexual and sexual
methods of reproduction, parasexuality among fungi, fruiting bodies in fungi,
Fungal classification, Brief outline of different classes of fungi: (Structure,
habitat, reproduction/life cycle and economic importance in general)

4.

Microbial Physiology
Microbial nutrition and factors affecting, Enzymes, Respiration and
fermentation, Microbial growth and growth curve, Evolution of energy
metabolism; Bioluminescence; Quorum sensing; Bacterial differentiation:
endospore formation and spore germination; Cell division and microbial
response to stresses; Mechanism of antibiotic resistance; Membrane structure
and transport mechanism; Cell signal and signal transduction; Biomolecules and
Metabolism, Oxidative phosphorylation.

5.

Immunology
Immunity and Immune response, T cell, B cell, Types of immunity, prophylaxis,
vaccines.

Major

histocompatibility,

complex

and

immunoglobulin.

Immunological methods, Antigens, Antibodies and their Reaction, Adjuvants,
Tumors, Hybridoma technology. Immune Disorders, Immunohaematology and
Immunoprophylaxis,
Cells and molecules involved in innate and adaptive immunity
6.

Chemotherapy
Types of antimicrobial agents and mode of action. Therapeutic agents,

Chemical, nonmedicinal antimicrobials - sanitizers,

disinfectants,

antiseptics.

Antibiotics.
7.

Biochemical Techniques
Enzymes, Enzymes nomenclature, Enzyme kinetics, Regulation of enzyme
activity, Optical methods, Separation methods
Energy: its generation & conservation, Chemoheterotrophic Metabolism:
Utilizable substrates, Catabolism of glucose, Tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle,
Catabolism of fatty acids and proteins, Chemoautotrophic and Phototrophic
metabolism: Physiological groups of chemolithotrophs, Generation of ATP &
reducing power in chemoautotrophs (forward and reverse etc), Phototrophic
metabolism.
Biosynthesis: Principles governing biosynthesis, Assimilation of ammonia,
nitrate, molecular nitrogen and sulfate, Biosynthesis of saturated and

unsaturated fatty acids, Polymerization of Amino acids into polypeptides,
Nucleotides into polynucleotide, Fatty acids into lipids, Biosynthesis of
peptidoglycan, Methods of studying biosynthesis
8.

Microbial genetics
Nucleic acids Structure and Replication. Transcription. Translation. Mutation
and DNA Repair, Benzer’s fine structure. Bacterial Transformation,
transduction and conjugation, Plasmids, PCR, Cloning, Recombination,
Recombinants
Agrobacterium genetics: Ti-plasmid, Interkingdom gene transfer (Key early
experiments, vir regulon, protein secretion apparatus, conjugation model of TDNA transfer, Integration products).
Viral

genetics:

Bacteriophages,

Bacteriophage

recombination

(complementation, fine structure analysis).
Fungal genetics: Tetrad analysis and Mitotic recombination
Restriction-Modification systems, Transposable elements, Molecular markers,
Gene chip and microarrays, Molecular biology of tumor, Apoptosis
9.

Industrial microbiology
Exploitation of microbes in industry. Screening, Fermentation, fermenters,
Fermentation media, Bioreactor Design and Fermentation Economics, Modes of
Operations and Control parameters, Types of fermentations processes Scale-up
of fermentations. Up and Down stream process. Strain improvement and
development. Fermentation productions-Ethanol, Beer, Wine and other
alcoholic drinks, aminoacids, antibiotics, organic acids, vitamins, enzymes,
biotransformations, probiotics, and solvents. Principles of vaccine production
and types of vaccines. Industrial Quality control, quality assurance and Safety
Measurement.
Typical Fermentation Processes: Penicillin, Citric acid, Ethanol, Vitamin B12,
Lysine, Amylase

10.

Agricultural and soil microbiology
Ecological significance. Soil Microorganisms, Mineralization, Soil humus
formation,

Nitrogen

metabolism,

Phosphate

solublization.

Role

of

Microorganisms in Soil fertility and control of Plant Pathogens and Pematodes,
Bio-fertilizers,

Biopesticides,

Rumen

microbiology,

termite

microbial

communities, Microbes in the production of energy from agricultural and
domestic wastes. Rhizosphere, Mycorrhizae, Phyllospheree, Nitrogen Cycle,
Sulpher Cycle, Carbon Cycle, Iron Cycle, Phosphorus Cycle, Plant Pathology
11.

Medical Microbiology
Normal flora, Microbiota of Human Body and Epidemiology, Bacterial and
viral infections (Air born, water born, food born, insect born and zoonotic),
Mycosis, Medical diagnostics and Toxins. Host-Parasite Relationship. Clinical
Microbiology: Types of specimen, method of collection, storage and transport,
Methods used for diagnosis and identification of pathogen

12.

Microbiology of Food
Fermented foods, Spoilage of foods, Food preservation methods,

poisoning, Mycotoxins. Microbial degradation, Microbes as
Products: Fermented dairy products, Starter culture,

Food

Cheese:

Food
and

Types,

Food
curdling,

processing, ripening, other fermented dairy products, Introduction to probiotics,
prebiotics and synbiotics,
Indian fermented food products, Microbes as food: Mushrooms, spirulina and
yeasts, Methods in Food Microbiology: Biological methods, Bacteriological
analysis of milk, Microbiological criteria of food safety

13.

Microbiology of Water and Wastewater
Microbiology of Drinking Water: Natural waters, Microbial indicators of fecal
pollution, Nuisance organisms in water, Water-borne diseases, Bacteriological
examination of drinking water, Purification of drinking water: Sedimentation,
filtration and disinfection
Microbiology

of

Wastewater:

Types

of

wastewater,

chemical

and

microbiological characteristics of waste water, BOD, COD and TOD as
indicators of strength of wastewater, pollution, problems due to disposal of
untreated wastewater, Methods of wastewater treatment

14.

Microbial Biodiversity
Introduction, Methods of Assessing Biodiversity, Biodiversity among Bacteria
& Archaea, Biodiversity among Eukaryotic and Acellular Microorganisms

15.

Geomicrobiology
Microbial Habitats and Zonation, Methods in Geomicrobiology

and

Geomicrobial Processes: Non-molecular methods for geomicrobially important
microorganisms,

Molecular

methods

for

geomicrobially

important

microorganisms, Geomicrobially important physiological groups of prokaryotes
and their activity, Introduction of microbes as catalysts of geochemical
processes
Geomicrobial Interactions: Biogenesis of minerals, Biodegradation of minerals,
Biobeneficiation
Geomicrobiology of Fossil Fuel: Natural fossil fuels, Geomicrobiology of
methane, Role of microbes in peat formation and conversion, Role of microbes
in coal formation and desulphurization
16.

Biostatistics, Bioinformatics and Bioinstrumentation
Principles of biostatistics, use of biostatistics in microbiology, determination of
central tendency and dispersion of data, test of significance, correlation and
regression analysis. Various biological databases. Sequence analysis microbial
genomics, proteomics and phylogenetic analysis. Basic principles and
applications of microscopy, spectroscopy, chromatography, electrophoresis, and
centrifugation in microbiology.

17.

Current Trends and Recent Advancements in Microbiology

